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ABSTRACT OF THE TALK

Quantum dissipation plays crucial roles in many fields of modern science. Almost all existing quantum dissipation theories, from the perturbative quantum master equations to the exact Feynman--Vernon influence functional path integral and its differential hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM) approaches, exploit the Gaussian-Wick's theorem in the bath thermodynamic statistics and assume un-polarized environments. Therefore only weakly perturbed environment is involved.

We propose a dissipation equation of motion (DEOM) approach to study the bath polarization dynamics and nonlinear bath coupling effects that are non-Gaussian. The DEOM approach provides a statistical quasi-particle (dissipation) description for the environment and is established via a close comparison with the celebrated HEOM formalism but addresses both the dynamics of reduced systems and the hybridizing bath degrees of freedom. The algebra readily bridges the Schrödinger equation to the DEOM as a fundamental theory of quantum mechanics in open systems and enables the dissipation approach being naturally extended to high-order nonlinear coupling environments. Validations and demonstrations are also presented in this talk.
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